






















RUN-HIDE-FIGHT 
Introduction

 
➔ CAVIT NTHS members partnered with the CAVIT Law  

Enforcement program to develop an active shooter training

➔ Developed virtual training after the COVID-19 outbreak 

closed schools

➔ Presented to the entire CAVIT student body in person

➔ Presented virtually to the Coolidge Chamber of Commerce, 

APS, and State Farm

➔ All businesses asked for repeat training for entire staff



RUN-HIDE-FIGHT 
Identifying Community Need

➔ Several lives have been lost due to active shooters

➔ These incidents don’t just occur at schools

➔ Everyone must know how to respond in these situations

➔ Everyone can protect themselves and others with them 

➔ Knowledge = a higher chance of survival 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_shootings_in_the_United_States

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_shootings_in_the_United_States
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RUN-HIDE-FIGHT 
Training Objectives

➔ Prepare attendees for an active shooter situation 

➔ What to expect in high risk circumstances

➔ How to make their decision based on personal limits 



RUN-HIDE-FIGHT 
Implementation

 
➔ Started off with pre-test to gauge prior knowledge

➔ Showed 5 minute active shooter demo video 

➔ Separated Run-Hide-Fight into three parts and gave a 

thorough explanation of each part 

➔ Used props, engaged with the audience, and incorporated 

multiple demonstrations  

➔ Wrapped up with a post-test to gauge learning 

➔ Reflection 



Community Impact
➔ Shined a light on active shooter situations

➔ Provided the attendees with knowledge about their options

➔ Attendees received information needed to make their decision

























https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/19rfh1


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5VcSwejU2D0&t=8s
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Run – Hide – Fight, in that order

Running if possible is always the best option, Hiding is more risky than Running, Fighting should be your last 

resort!!! Acknowledge and accept what is occurring

Burying your head in the sand won’t change things.  You can choose to be a victim, or choose to do something 

about it.  If you have never thought about the possibility of workplace violence of an active shooter situation, 

when it occurs you will be caught completely off guard and unprepared.  Realize the situation is in front of you and 

react quickly, it could save your life.

Try not to panic

Panicking and becoming hysterical is not going to fix anything.  In fact it will only add to the panic in the room and 

make you and your co-workers bigger targets.  Panic will lead to indecisiveness and possibly cause you to freeze 

up. Yes, you will feel panic and fear, but you have to attempt to manage this.  By thinking about these things now 

and how you would or should react, it will help you to move forward in an actual event.  

Make a decision

The worst decision is no decision.  If there is an active violent event occurring such as a shooting, there are no 

“bosses”. YOU need to decide what is best for your survival and act on it.  Once you have decided to do something, 

don’t overthink it. Act on it and own it. You cannot afford to just sit there.

▪



Act on your decision

Once you have decided to do something, don’t over think it.  Act on it and own it. You cannot afford to just sit there. 

You owe it to yourself and your loved ones to give yourself a shot at survival.  Your plan may not be the best, it may not 

even work, but at least it’s a plan. You have to be proactive.  

MAKING YOUR DECISION

Plan now because you won’t have time then

In a violent situation such as an active shooter, you will be overwhelmed emotionally.  Adrenaline will be flowing and 

your mind will naturally become clouded. By having a rough plan in the back of your mind, it will make the task at hand 

and decision making less daunting.  

Is your decision to run, fight, or hide dictated by your position?

When planning, think about your job and workplace specifically.  Can you run? What if you’re a medical professional 

with patents that are immobile.  Can you just run away from them and leave them? If you’re a daycare provider, can 

you really hide 20 little children?  If you’re in a small room with no cover or concealment and one exit/entry point, can 

you run or hide? Think about it and plan accordingly. Are you bound morally or ethically to choose one over the 

other? 

This only you can decide.  You know what you can live with.  There is no right or wrong answer, but we feel you should 

have thought about this at some point.  



ACTING ON YOUR DECISION TO RUN

Things to consider if you choose to run.

Knowledge of building, exit points (think outside the box).

Windows are exits.  Where to exits lead to? What are your walls made of? Dry wall, brick……  Can you go up or down?  

Gather information on the fly.   What do you hear? What do you see?

Remember, you are the eyes and ears for the police.  Contact them and relay the information.

The police are going into the scene essentially blind.  They will have limited information. If you just left the area and are 

not safe, you need to relay as much info as possible to the 9-11 operators.  How many people did you see? What were 

they wearing? What weapons did they have? Are there any injured people? Where in the building did you last see the 

attacker? All these things are important.  

Don’t try to evacuate the wounded that are down.

If they are mobile and can still run assist them. If they’re unconscious of unable to walk leave them or you could be 

killed. The police officers on the first hunter teams will do the same thing until the threat is stopped.

Dragging wounded demo

Get up lets go outside both doors and look at your options, neighborhood, fields,  breezeway – last resort – steel 

fence –chain link fence- hallways



ACTING ON YOUR DECISION TO HIDE

Things to consider if you choose to hide.

Cover -v- Concealment 

Cover is things that will likely stop a bullet.  Thick wooden or steel desks. Heavy steel or metal barriers.  Block or 

concrete walls. These sort of things. Concealment hides you, but doesn’t stop bullets.  Concealment could be darkness 

or shadows, curtains, file cabinets, cubicles, dry wall, these sorts of things. In the event of an active shooter and gunfire, 

you would want to know the difference when you decide to hide behind something or in something.

Improvised cover

One table or chair may not stop a bullet, but multiple layers of them stacked together could.  Remember that bullets 

loose force as they pass through objects so the more barriers the better.  

Noise discipline 

If you’re hiding it’s because you don’t want to be located.  Talking on your cell phone won’t help you unless you can 

whisper quietly, not like the movie “Taken” he's in the room, he's by the bed, he grabbed my leg….  If you decide to 

text, think about backlighting from your phone if you are hiding in a dark location. Like a movie theater.  If you are 

hiding with someone that starts crying and won’t stop, move, they are going to attract the shooters attention. If you 

are trying to hide and you go into a closet full of bubble wrap that might not be your best option……….just saying. 



You may be located by an attacker, so plan for it.  This will change where you choose to hide. 

If you are hiding, then there is the potential of being found.  With that said, if you are located it will likely turn into a 

fight situation very quickly.  Keep this in mind when you choose your hiding spot. Think about it, if you are hiding in a 

cabinet under a sink and you are located, how exactly would you fight from that position? You should be VERY 

confident that you won’t be found when choosing locations such as this.  

Lets get up and walk around the room and show me where you would hide

                                             ACTING ON YOUR DECISION TO FIGHT

First, your decision to run or hide may be taken away at any time.  Your decision to fight is the only plan that is 

guaranteed. Think about that.  

Have a warrior mind-set.  If you need to attack, it is for the preservation of life and there are no “rules”. 

In basic terms, Arizona state law says that if you feel your life or the life of another is in danger of serious bodily 

injury or death, you may use force necessary to stop that from occurring.  To include deadly force.  

Knowing that by law you are allowed to protect yourself by any means necessary in a deadly force situation, there are 

no rules.  There is no such thing as a “fair” fight. Anything goes. If someone is trying to kill you or your co-workers, you 

need to do whatever it takes to stop them.  No part of the body is off limits. There are no referees or points. Fighting 

“dirty” will allow you to win and stay alive.



Remember there is power in numbers.  2 of you banding together to attack is better than one…….

An attacker taking on multiple assailants will be overwhelmed quicker and it will give you the advantage.

Think about improvised weapons.  What is common around your workplace?

Unless you are a ninja, Use your hands and feet as a last resort.  Think weapons. Blunt objects like chairs legs, hammers, 

bats, metal pipe, a sock with rocks or metal objects in it. Every classroom has 2 fire extinguishers in it. Spraying that in 

the shooters face and striking them in the head with it would be devastating. Edged weapons like knives, glass, sharp 

metal that had been torn, sharp pieces of plastic.  Anything you believe with cut or cause blunt trauma damage to the 

attacker. Be creative! 

For the most part, distance is NOT your friend.  Unless you have a firearm, the attack will be close, so don’t attack 

from across the room.

Use surprise to your advantage.  The attacker will likely expect an attack from police, but not from you.  It will likely 

catch the attacker off guard. If you are in a room waiting for an attacker to enter, hit them at the moment of entry.  

Don’t stay back in the shadows and then try and close the distance because they will have time to react. If you are 

on-top of an attacker they have a very hard time using their weapons on you.  Think about a boxer throwing a punch. If 

you’re at their arms length that’s going to hurt. If you are 2 inches from their face they have no power in their punch.  



Where geographically to attack? Natural “choke points”. Fatal funnels.  

If you’re planning to overtake an attacker, you have an advantage hitting them when they first enter a room or when 

they are in a hallway with nowhere to go.  

Think about creating distractions prior to attack.  

A fire extinguisher makes a great distraction.  If you were going to make an attack, spraying them in the face with the 

extinguisher and then attacking would be better than just attacking.  It’s like a police officer using pepper spray to gain 

the advantage when they know they will likely be fighting a suspect. If one of your co-workers had pepper spray, even 

better. Use it.  Think about throwing items at their face as you start to attack. Things like this will make them flinch and 

lose focus while you attack.  

Attack to central nervous system, not the weapon.  If you shut the hard drive down the computer crashes.  

Think about it.  If you struggle for a weapon, it’s not doing anything to stop the main problem which is the person using 

it.  If you attack their central nervous system you stop them and the weapon from working. We are not saying don’t 

direct the weapon away from yourself and ignore it, we are saying don’t make it your main focus.  Think like this….. 

hard strikes to the face and head. Hit them in the head and do it hard. And do it repeatedly until they are not your 

problem anymore.  

Stay focused and see the problem through to the end.

Remember it’s not over until it’s over.  Stay alert and ready to act until police have taken over.  

Get up and show me what you have in this room that you could use as a weapon.



AFTERMATH

What to expect from the first resonders.

The first officers in will only be there to stop the threat, they will not stop and help you or treat the wounded.

Remember the police will be searching for a threat.

Police don’t know who the suspect is so they will treat you like a suspect, shouting loud commands and using force 

against if you don’t comply.

Don’t be alarmed when they shout orders at you, do what they say.

Don’t have anything in your hands and keep your hands up above your head. They could mistake your cellphone for a 

gun and you could be shot.

Once the threat is gone things will slow down and help is on the way.

Medics and rescue personnel will help evacuate students and treat the wounded. Follow directions and don’t panic. 

Question and answer session 


